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Multi-scale representations have proven to be a

powerful tool since they can take into account both

the fine-grained details of objects in an image as

well as the broader context. Inspired by this, we

propose a novel dual-branch transformer network

that operates on two different scales to encode

global contextual dependencies while preserving

local information. To learn in a self-supervised

fashion, our approach considers the semantic

dependency that exists between different scales to

generate a supervisory signal for inter-scale

consistency and also imposes a spatial stability

loss within the scale for self-supervised image

segmentation.

Skin Lesion Segmentation: Automatic skin lesion

segmentation is one of the most demanding tasks

in medical image analysis for accurate diagnosis

and treatment.

Multiple Myeloma Segmentation: lung

segmentation in CT images for accurate organ

separation.

https://github.com/mindflow-institue/MS-Former

The MMCFormer applies two vision trans-former models in parallel

to capture multi-scale representation. Next by imposing inter-scale

and intra-scale consistency loss it guides the network to learn

content clustering based on the semantic information.

This paper presents a self-supervised approach for

medical image segmentation that eliminates the need for

annotation masks. Our method utilizes a dual-branch

strategy with an efficient self-attention mechanism,

ensuring both intra-scale and inter-scale consistency to

cluster pixels based on shared characteristics. Through

iterative refinement, our algorithm generates highly

accurate and semantically meaningful segmentation

maps, surpassing SOTA methods in performance.

Fig. 4. Effect of our suggested auxiliary loss functions

Fig. 1. Sample images from (left): skin lesion and (right): 

lung mask along with their grand truth masks

Fig. 2. The overview of the proposed MMCFormer

Fig. 3. (a): structure of the efficient Transformer block. (b): intra-

scale and inter-scale dependencies.

Table 1. Comparative results

Table 2. Quantitative effect of our suggested modules on PH2
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